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For the Love  
of Linux
I love my job. I teach Linux by day 

and write about Linux at night. 

work when the things you do align 

the Linux Journal community have 

but even inside our world, there are 
some topics that are just downright 

we’re passionate about.

like me, you’ll want to check out 

astronomy program. It’s dark enough 
to see the stars only at night, but 

 
LCD star gazing than to read a 

Reuven M. Lerner provides a 

podcasting. It’s hard to go wrong 
with a good book, and Reuven will 

will learn to deal with command 
arguments in scripts using getopt  
in your code. Dealing with 
arguments doesn’t seem like a big 

-rf instead  
-r  -f

to use getopt, which does all the 

write a script that accepts command-
line arguments, this month’s column 
is a must-read.

keyboard this issue and head around 

VIDEO:  
Shawn Powers runs 
through the latest issue.
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with a massive electrical overhaul, the 

share my experience this month and 

options available to help regulate 
and stabilize the electricity coming 

that I’m writing this on a desktop 
computer rather than a laptop means 

Susan Sons has an incredible 
interview with Katerina Barone-Adesi 
this month where she gets the details 

Snabb, you’ll be glad you read the 
interview, because it’s an incredible 
network toolkit that isn’t built in 

bypassing the Linux kernel to increase 

You might remember Kyle Rankin 

a Pogo Linux device (and later a 
Raspberry Pi, I think) to keep his 
homebrew beer chilled while it 

approach, and using a BeagleBone 

the mash during his beer-making 
process. Whether you need to keep 
your homebrew hot or cold, it turns 
out Linux can be the answer in either 

month, and potentially improve your 
beer while improving your geek cred.

issue with some awesome problem 

technology in general, is to make 

take a long time to do on your own. 

exact purpose. In this command-line 
tutorial, Sol describes how to write a 

then put that one-liner into a script 

programs start with a problem that 
needs to be solved, and in this case, 

Friday the 13th.
We all have passions that drive us 

The best part about being a Linux 
geek is that we can take advantage 

make our passions really come to 

the excitement we brought into this 
issue and can’t wait to hear about 

Shawn Powers is the Associate Editor for Linux Journal.  
He’s also the Gadget Guy for LinuxJournal.com, and he has  

an interesting collection of vintage Garfield coffee mugs.  

Don’t let his silly hairdo fool you, he’s a pretty ordinary guy 

and can be reached via e-mail at shawn@linuxjournal.com. 

Or, swing by the #linuxjournal IRC channel on Freenode.net.
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letters

Hardware Interrogation
I ’ve just read Federico Kereki’s 
article about interrogating a  
Linux system titled “What’s in the 

 
in the December 2015 issue. I  

 

—Brian Clark

Federico Kereki replies: Thanks, 
Mr Clark, for your kind words. The 
article grew out of my actual need 
to know about the hardware in 
my own machine, and because of 
Linux’s openness, I learned even 
more than I had expected. I’m glad 
you l iked my results!

Server Hardening
Regarding Greg Bledsoe’s “Server 

detailed help in one source. One 

about my Debian server.
—Tom Browder

Bug in Script

script that Dave Taylor came up with 
in his Work the Shell column titled 

Linux Journal contains an oversight. 

#!  /bin/bash  -  

  

#  fixcsv  
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#  fix  CSV  files  with  embedded  commas  

  

#  The  problem  is  that  some  spreadsheet  fields  may  contain    

commas.  In  the  sample  case,  this  includes  the  dollar    

amount  and  comment  fields.  I  believe  you  overlooked  the    

case  in  which  both  the  dollar  amount  and  comment  fields    

contain  commas.  Your  script  assumes  that  there  is  at  

most  one  such  instance.  

  

#  The  simplest  solution  is  to  export  the  spreadsheet    

contents  with  some  field  delimiter  that  can  never  appear    

in  any  field,  e.g.,  a  tab.  Then  write  the  script    

using  this  delimiter.  

  

#  Original  code  

  

#  while  read  inline  

#  do  

#      if  [  !  -z  "$(echo  $inline  |  grep  \")"  ]  

#      then  

#          f1=$(echo  $inline  |  cut  -d\"  -f1)  

#          f2=$(echo  $inline  |  cut  -d\"  -f2)  

#          f3=$(echo  $inline  |  cut  -d\"  -f3)  

#          echo  $f1`echo  $f2|sed  's/,//g'`$f3  

#      else  

#          echo  $inline  

#      fi  

#  done  

#  exit  0  

  

#  This  works  correctly  ONLY  when  there  is  EXACTLY  ONE    

field  enclosed  in  double  quotes.  

  

#  Revised  code  

  

#  For  each  line  that  contains  at  least  one  field  enclosed    

in  double  quotes,  process  each  such  field  from  left  to    

right  until  no  fields  are  enclosed  in  double  quotes  and    

all  remaining  commas  are  field  separators.  The  steps  are:    

(1)  replace  the  double  quotes  enclosing  the  field  being    

processed  with  a  temporary  delimiter  to  isolate  that  

specific  field,  (2)  remove  any  commas  embedded  in  the    

isolated  field,  (3)  reconstruct  the  line  without  the    

temporary  delimiters.  The  temporary  delimiter  must  be    

a  single  character  (for  the  cut  command)  that  cannot    

appear  in  the  input  file.  I  selected  an  asterisk  (*),    

but  other  characters  can  be  used.  Some  characters  (such    

as  asterisk,  colon,  hyphen,  and  equals)  work  fine,  while    

others  (such  as  tab  and  semicolon)  do  not.  

  

td=*    #  temporary  delimiter  

  

while  read  inline  

do  

    while  [  !  -z  "$(echo  $inline  |  grep  \")"  ]  

    do  

        inline=$(echo  $inline  |  sed  "s/\"/$td/"  |  sed  "s/\"/$td/")  

        f1=$(echo  $inline  |  cut  -d"$td"  -f1)  

        f2=$(echo  $inline  |  cut  -d"$td"  -f2)  

        f3=$(echo  $inline  |  cut  -d"$td"  -f3)  

        inline=$(echo  "$f1$(echo  $f2  |  sed  's/,//g')$f3")  

    done  

    echo  $inline  

done  

exit  0  

  

#  Test  input  file  fixcsvtest.txt:  

  

$  cat  fixcsvtest.txt  
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4/7/14,subscriptions,199.99,Ask  Dave  Taylor  Monthly  

4/10/14,subscriptions,"1,300.99",Linux  Journal  

4/10/14,subscriptions,"1,300.99","Linux  Journal,  APR  2014"  

4/10/14,subscriptions,19.99,"Linux  Journal,  annual"  

  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,"g,h"  

ab,cd,"e,f",gh  

ab,cd,"e,f","g,h"  

ab,"c,d",ef,gh  

ab,"c,d",ef,"g,h"  

ab,"c,d","e,f",gh  

ab,"c,d","e,f","g,h"  

"a,b",cd,ef,gh  

"a,b",cd,ef,"g,h"  

"a,b",cd,"e,f",gh  

"a,b",cd,"e,f","g,h"  

"a,b","c,d",ef,gh  

"a,b","c,d",ef,"g,h"  

"a,b","c,d","e,f",gh  

"a,b","c,d","e,f","g,h"  

$  

  

#  Test  Results  

  

$  ./fixcsv  <  fixcsvtest.txt  

4/7/14,subscriptions,199.99,Ask  Dave  Taylor  Monthly  

4/10/14,subscriptions,1300.99,Linux  Journal  

4/10/14,subscriptions,1300.99,Linux  Journal  APR  2014  

4/10/14,subscriptions,19.99,Linux  Journal  annual  

  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

ab,cd,ef,gh  

$

—Jeff Mumma

Dave Taylor replies: Thanks for your 
note, Jeff, and I do believe you’re 
correct that I didn’t test the case 
where more than a single field of the 
input data included commas. Bah, 
pesky debugging! I like your mods, 
and yet still have a niggling sense that 
the entire problem can be sidestepped 
with the perfect regular expression. If 
I only had a few weeks to create it!

Photo of the Month
I thought you would like to see an 
unusual place where LJ is being read 

Atlantic Ocean at 20 knots heading 

are rather steep on board so I brought 
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over the yard arm.

—Roger Greenwood

PHOTO OF THE MONTH
Remember, send your Linux-related  
photos to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com!

WRITE LJ A LETTER 
We love hearing from our readers. Please  
send us your comments and feedback via 
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact.

At Your Service
SUBSCRIPTIONS: Linux Journal is available 
in a variety of digital formats, including PDF, 
.epub, .mobi and an on-line digital edition, 
as well as apps for iOS and Android devices. 
Renewing your subscription, changing your 
e-mail address for issue delivery, paying your 
invoice, viewing your account details or other 
subscription inquiries can be done instantly 
on-line: http://www.linuxjournal.com/subs. 
E-mail us at subs@linuxjournal.com or reach 
us via postal mail at Linux Journal, PO Box 
980985, Houston, TX 77098 USA. Please 
remember to include your complete name 
and address when contacting us.

ACCESSING THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE: 
Your monthly download notifications 
will have links to the various formats 
and to the digital archive. To access the 
digital archive at any time, log in at 
http://www.linuxjournal.com/digital.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: We welcome your 
letters and encourage you to submit them 
at http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact or 
mail them to Linux Journal, PO Box 980985, 
Houston, TX 77098 USA. Letters may be 
edited for space and clarity.

WRITING FOR US: We always are looking 
for contributed articles, tutorials and 
real-world stories for the magazine. 
An author’s guide, a list of topics and 
due dates can be found on-line:  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/author.

FREE e-NEWSLETTERS: Linux Journal 
editors publish newsletters on both  
a weekly and monthly basis. Receive  
late-breaking news, technical tips and 
tricks, an inside look at upcoming issues  
and links to in-depth stories featured on 
http://www.linuxjournal.com. Subscribe 
for free today: http://www.linuxjournal.com/
enewsletters.

ADVERTISING: Linux Journal is a great 
resource for readers and advertisers alike.  
Request a media kit, view our current  
editorial calendar and advertising due dates, 
or learn more about other advertising 
and marketing opportunities by visiting 
us on-line: http://ww.linuxjournal.com/
advertising. Contact us directly for further 
information: ads@linuxjournal.com or  
+1 713-344-1956 ext. 2.
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diff -u
What’s New in Kernel Development
The OOM killer is a tough nut to 
crack. How can a system recover 
when it’s violently thrashing and out 

just have to reboot. And today, that 
still might be necessary, but less so, 
because the OOM killer attempts to 

seems to be causing the hangup. 
The problem is, it may not choose 
the right process every time. Another 
problem is that the whole thing is 
super tough and complex.

Michal Hocko recently tried to 

Mel Gorman and 
Oleg Nesterov. Apparently, the 
current OOM killer would allocate an 

process it wanted to kill to actually 
give it enough breathing room to 
terminate properly. But under some 
circumstances, the process would 
accept the extra memory and still 
hang the system. Then with no more 
memory to dole out, the OOM killed 
couldn’t try again, and it was time to 
hit the reset button.

Michal posted a patch to create a 
new kernel thread that would reclaim 

Then the OOM killer could try the 

And although there were no major 
 

 

incremental improvement to the  
OOM killer, when the Big Problem 
had not yet been solved.

The Big Problem, as described 
by Johannes Weiner, was how to 
resolve memory deadlocks in general. 
Only by solving that problem could 

processes it needed to, even to the 

to keep the kernel up.

the discussion clamped down to a 

he’d proposed. He acknowledged 

Problem, and he pointed out that 
no one else seemed to have a viable 
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And until something viable came up, 
Michal saw no point in stalling OOM 

should be done.
By and large everyone went along 

with this, but still, it’s clear there’s 

new idea or at least to create a policy-

than the kernel algorithms themselves.
Linus Torvalds had some advice 

that needs to lock resources: it’s 
probably better to use existing locking 
implementations rather than rolling 

what you’re doing. As he put it:

People need to realize that locking 
is harder than they think, and not 
cook up their own lock primitives 
using things like trylock without 
really thinking about it a lot.

Basically, trylock() on its own 
should never be used in a loop.  

 

1) Thing that you can just not do at 

you have an A->B locking order, 

“drop B, then take A and B in the 

to trylock(A)

It is possible that we should think 
about trying to introduce a new 

loop_try_lock() 
thing. But it’s probably not common 

thing rather than anything that we 
need to worry about.

real, though. We’ve traditionally had 
a lot
locking, and not getting the memory 
ordering right, etc. Things that 

other architectures, etc.

—ZACK BROWN

[ UPFRONT ]
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Android Candy:  
Quick Games
The biggest problem I have with 

busy, and my gaming time usually lasts 

possibly how long it takes me to use 
the bathroom, but eiw, let’s not go 

work well: Bejeweled, Angry Birds, 
Peggle, Plants vs. Zombies, Candy 
Crush and so on. The problem is, 

while I play just one more level.
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Here are some games I’ve been playing lately:

 Swish

are really great. The premise is that you’re an 
alien playing basketball in space. You know, like 

 Dumb Ways to Die 2 Dumb Ways 
to Die

and that’s a very, very good thing.

 Asphalt Series

large downloads. I like Asphalt because you 

ever played Burnout on the PlayStation, Asphalt 

generally don’t have enough time and play each 
session only until my gas is gone.

 
 

 
 

have any suggestions, drop me a message at 
 

in the Google Play Store.—SHAWN POWERS

Sometimes we  
do a thing in 
order to find  
out the reason  
for it. Sometimes 
our actions  
are questions  
not answers.
—John Le Carré

The greatest 
justice in life 
is that your 
vision and 
looks tend to go 
simultaneously.
—Kevin Bacon

There are some 
things you learn 
best in calm, and 
some in storm.
—Willa Cather

The only true 
happiness comes 
from squandering 
ourselves for  
a purpose.
—William Cowper

If your ship 
doesn’t come in, 
swim out to it!
—Jonathan Winters

They 
Said It
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Non-Linux FOSS: Snk
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I’m apparently in a silly-game mood 
this month, because I stumbled 
across an open-source project I 

Snk

snake, Snk is the same concept, but 
smaller, harder and with music.

I actually really like the Snk 

and the developer (Mowglii)  
has put the Xcode project on GitHub 

 

Snk is a project 
 

over to http://www.mowglii.com/snk  
to grab Snk and its source code 
today. And, good luck with level 
three; I run directly into the wall 

—SHAWN POWERS

2015 Linux Journal Archive
NOW AVAILABLE

as a DVD or Digital Download
www.linuxjournal.com/archive
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Handheld Emulation: 
Achievement Unlocked!
I  love video game emulation. My 

to play them, I almost always have 
to emulate the old systems. There 
is usually a legal concern about 

own the original cartridges, so I’m 

ROMs to download or anything l ike 
that. What I am going to share is 

handheld gaming system. Oddly 
enough, it was never intended to be 

(Image from http://wololo.net)
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an emulator.
The PSP is truly incredible 

 

you have an old PSP, I urge you 
not to throw it away. With a 

possible to load emulators that 

Boy, Genesis, PS1 and most other 

I never had a PSP, but I was  
able to get a PSP Go in mint 

 

storage, so you don’t even need  
to get its proprietary memory  

emulation scene is that sites seem 

to get my PSP Go ready to play 
Mario by doing some Google 

http://wololo.net/emulators-for-the-
psp-ps-vita-the-ultimate-download-list.

have one, deciding which version 

layout, I recommend the PSP 2000 
model. It has an incredible screen 

screen is smaller, but it’s sti l l  plenty 

—SHAWN POWERS

LINUX JOURNAL
on your e-Reader

e-Reader  
editions 
FREE for  

Subscribers

Customized Kindle and Nook
editions now available

LEARN MORE
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Astronomy for KDE
Although I have covered a large 

space, I haven’t really looked at too 

desktop environment. This has been 
due to my own biases in using a GTK-
based desktop environment, but now 

KStars astronomy program.

installed, you already should have it 

be able to install it. For example, you 
can install KStars on Debian-based 
distributions with this command:

sudo  apt-get  install  kstars

Figure 1. When you first start KStars, you need to go through the setup wizard.
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application that you are installing, 
it also will need to pull in a rather 

packages will be incrementally 

dependencies already will be there.
To launch KStars, you either can 

click on a menu item in your desktop 
environment or enter the kstars 

command in a terminal window. 

you need to go through the setup 

starting up, you should see a display 

during the setup.
You can pan the display around 

simply by clicking and dragging the 

The items that are labeled depend 

Figure 2. You get a display of the sky from your location when KStars starts.
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on your zoom level. Two buttons at 

zoom in and out. Beside these is a 
third button, labeled Find Object, 
that you can click on to get a search 

objects, like comets or asteroids, or 

objects that KStars knows about.

interest, you can click on it and have 

the display move around until the 

want to re-center the display.  
Once you have selected your object, 
you can right-click on it to get a 

do with it.

along with rising and setting times. 

Figure 3. You can interact with the objects in the display.
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center and track the object. This is 

mode is to have the display updated 
in real time. This way, you always 

like right now. You can select the 
details option to pull up even more 

even add tracks as the object moves 

can calculate the angular distance 
to another object or plan out a star-
hopping path to some other object.

For some objects, there may be 

options on this drop-down menu 

Figure 4. The detail window has a lot of extra information available for most objects.
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isn’t everything that is available. You 
can add new data sources by clicking 
on the menu item Data Download 
New Data. This will open up a  
new dialog window giving you a list 

to download.

 

to the astronomical community. 
You can download those updates 

by clicking on the menu item 
Data Updates  and selecting  
which catalog to update. You  
even can import your own data by 

and clicking the Import Catalog... 
button on the Catalogs section. 

window, you can see that you also 
can change settings on how to  

such as solar system objects, 
satellites and supernovae.

Figure 5. Several extra data sets are available that you can download and install.
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as constellation lines, names and 
the Milky Way. The INDI (Instrument 

controls how KStars talks to your 
connected telescope. You can pull up 
the telescope wizard by clicking on 
Tools Devices Telescope Wizard.

Once the connection is made, 
you can pull up the control panel 
and send instructions to your 
telescope. You can even automate 
your observations using this 

item Observation Observation 
Planner will pop up a window where 

available to help walk you through 
setting up a plan.

While you will make your own 
observations, you also may want 
to look at observations made by 

(Flexible Image Transport System). 
KStars includes a FITS viewer, which 

 

Figure 6. You can add a telescope as a device under the control of KStars.
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on File Open FITS.
Several tools are available to work 

with the data in the image. You can 

including the width, height, maximum, 

Figure 7. Once it is connected to your computer, you can use KStars to control your telescope.
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can pull up a histogram, showing the 

image, pass it through a high contrast 

even an entry to mark any stars that 

You now have another astronomy 
program in your toolkit that you can use 

that direction. In the coming months, I 

packages within this desktop environment 
and see just how much research can be 

—JOEY BERNARD

Figure 8. The FITS viewer lets you analyze and manipulate observational images.
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Poppins
Linux Journalian 

Kris Occhipinti recently posted a 

it’s something we already should be 

Poppins is an open-source project 
that builds on the SSH and rsync 
programs to create an incremental 

programs are 
available, but 
Poppins doesn’t 

rotation, snapshots and more. It can 
be automated with cron, or you can 

line. (But you should really, really 

Other backup systems have more 

is its simplicity. It’s just one step above 

that one step means it’s simpler to 
do. In my world, simple is about the 
only way to make sure something gets 

project and still in beta, Poppins gets 

It’s simple enough that you might 
actually get around to using it, and it 

 
http://poppinsbackups.wordpress.com, 
or go right to the Bitbucket page: 
http://bitbucket.org/poppins.
—SHAWN POWERS

[ EDITORS' CHOICE ]

EDITORS’
CHOICE
!

™
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Tech Book  
Roundup
Looking to sharpen your professional skills? Here’s  
Reuven’s latest roundup of useful books to improve  
your knowledge and career.

In the computer industry, you 

constantly keep learning new things, 
just to stay in place. I spend many 
hours each week reading blogs, 

exploring technologies on my own, 

technologies to help my clients.

other tried-and-true way to learn: 
books. Sure, books (or their electronic 

years. But, programming-related 
books continue to be published,  
some by well known publishers and 
others by independent programmers.

books that have helped make me 

books (and other media) are not only 

discovered a book that came out a 
while ago. I try to mention books 

Perhaps the most interesting 
trend we’re now seeing in the 
book market, and especially when 
it comes to computer books, is the 

being produced. (Heck, I’ve written 

and another on regular expressions.) 

social media and marketing by the 
developers/authors themselves.

There’s no doubt that traditional 
publishers continue to have great 
reach and are producing more books 

COLUMNS

REUVEN M. 
LERNER

AT THE FORGE
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(and well edited books, at that) than 
independent developers ever can 

grow, as well as those sold via sites 
like https://leanpub.com. It will be 
interesting to see what happens in 
the coming years as book-creation 
systems, such as GitBook and 

create and sell your own books.
So, what have I been reading, and 

Programming Books
I continue to enjoy reading 
programming books, partly because 
there’s always something new to 

pick up insights and tricks that I 
can incorporate into my courses. I 

Web development, so I always am 
happy to look at Ruby-related books.

is Metaprogramming Ruby by Paolo 

Perotta and published by the Pragmatic 

to include Ruby 2, and although 
Ruby’s underlying object system hasn’t 
changed in many years, every version 

Ruby in your work, you really should 
read this book.

Teaching children to program 

so I’m always interested in books 

how to program. Several years ago, 
I mentioned the book Python for 
Kids
surprise to discover that there’s now 

called Ruby Wizardry. I think I should 

your children to learn Ruby, this book 
is an entertaining way to do so, with 
numerous examples and a storyline 
I’d like to think kids would enjoy. 

COLUMNS

AT THE FORGE

But, if you’re trying to teach children to program 
and are agnostic on the language used, I’m not sure 
if Ruby is the right way to go.
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to program and are agnostic on the 

that seems to be doing that right.) My 
limited experience with trying to teach 
Ruby, or even Python, to children has 

materials are bad, but because kids are 
less interested in the language than in 
what they can do with the language.

Python in recent years and also have 

Python classes around the world. I’m 

Intermediate Python ebook caught 

you have been working with Python 

want to deepen your knowledge and 

book seems like a good place to go.
Finally, I continue to work a great 

with every passing year. Hans-
Jurgen Schonig, a very accomplished 

has written Troubleshooting 
PostgreSQL (published by Packt), a 

sensitive topics, including indexing, 
transactions, locking, monitoring, 

time, Troubleshooting PostgreSQL is 
an excellent investment, one that will 

and hair (not) pulled.

Data Science
It was probably somewhat inevitable 
as someone who has worked with 

Even if you have been using PostgreSQL for some 
time, Troubleshooting PostgreSQL is an excellent 
investment, one that will more than pay for itself 
in time saved and hair (not) pulled.
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databases, uses Python and has an 
interest in statistics that I would 
slowly but surely slide into data 
science. I’ve thus been spending time 
during the last year, and especially the 

both so I can help my clients solve 
data-science problems and so I can 

working my way through no small 

data science are Doing Data Science 
by Cathy O’Neil and Rachel Schutt, 
published by O’Reilly, and Data 
Science from Scratch by Joel Grus, 
also published by O’Reilly. Grus 
uses Python and pushes hard in 

standard data-science stack available 
to Python developers, such as 
matplotlib and pandas. But, he also 

multiple regression vs. k-nearest 
neighbors. The book contains a very 

and because it’s written in Python, 

it’s l ikely to use paradigms with 
which Python developers already 

which I have recommended in 
earl ier book-review columns, gives  
a serious introduction to the how 
and why, not only including code, 
but also the mathematical ideas 
behind that code.

Another book on this topic, 

is Python Data Science Handbook 
Doing 

Data Science takes a mathematical 
approach, and Data Science 
from Scratch
programming approach, then this 
book takes what I’d call a practical 

scientist most needs to understand, 
keeping the programming and 

or both. I’m still reading through 
this early-release edition, but as an 
introduction to learning science with 
a relatively easy learning curve, it may 
soon become my most-recommended 

Ivan Idris has written two books 

introductions to data-science tools in 
Python, namely Python Data Analysis 
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and Python Data Analysis Cookbook. 

(as with the book by Grus, mentioned 
previously) provides a tutorial into 
areas like visualization, time series and 
machine learning. The cookbook is 

teaching based on subjects, it takes a 
problem-solution approach. I’d suggest 

idea; you then can read through the 
 

which you need to work.

but would rather hear about the 
insights and perspective than the 
mathematics, read Dataclysm: Who 
We Are (When We Think No One Is 
Looking) by Christian Rudder, one 

correlations that provide insights 

collected by the dating site he runs.
 

ignore the amazing e-mail list 

anyone interested in the technology, 

science: http://analyticsvidhya.com.

Other Subjects

I also run a small company, so I’m 

help me run my company even better 

Slack channel. They jointly wrote 
and published The independent 
consulting manual, an ebook meant 

want to consult, but aren’t sure 

how to price themselves or how to 
create products. The book (at http://
independentconsultingmanual.com) 

whom have made the leap to running 
their own businesses, and the lessons 
they’ve learned, and contributed, make 

on the Freelancers Show podcast, 
is Philip Morgan. Morgan has done 
a lot to encourage consultants to 

can be the best-known experts. His 
book, The Positioning Manual for 
Technical Firms (available at  
http://ThePositioningManual.com) is 
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many reminders that although 

niche might seem like a way to lose 
money, it’s actually the ticket to 
making more and to becoming a 

read the book Consider the Fork 
by Bee Wilson, which describes the 

utensils and gadgets. Wonder why 

book describes it all. I was introduced 

podcast, which talks about these 
subjects in great depth.

Another great book that I read this 
year is What If by Randall Munroe, the 

What If, Munroe 

then proceeds to answer them with 

book while eating at a restaurant, 

loudly at the absurdities in this book, 

illustrations and explanations.
Finally, my children are getting 

chance to read to them. However, 
I did manage to read The Terrible 
Two by Mac Barnett and Jory John, 

during my undergrad days at MIT), 

Podcasts and Other Resources
I continue to listen to a very large 

partly because I enjoy them so 
much and partly because they’re so 

Two new Python-related podcasts 
have emerged in the last year: “Talk 

In What If, Munroe asks crazy hypothetical  
questions, but then proceeds to answer them  
with the perfect balance of science and humor.

COLUMNS

AT THE FORGE
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are both interesting, with great 
interviews and many insights into 
technologies that I either use every 
day or should start to learn.

Other podcasts that I enjoy tend 

irreverent look at the US political 
race. But there are many other great 
podcasts to try, such as the BBC’s 

what it’s like to run a venture-based 
startup company.

I mentioned earlier my interest 
in helping children learn to code, 
and I’ve discovered (thanks to my 

does just that: Code Monkey (at 
http://PlayCodeMonkey.com) uses 

programming to children. However, 
it does so using inventive and 

messages and a staged approach that 

programming to kids aged 8–12. In 

gladly have paid the $30 that Code 

have seen an educational technology 
that lives up to its hype, but this is 

Finally, let me mention a site that  
 

(http://DailyTechVideo.com), which 

in open-source technologies, 
programming languages, databases 
and even some computer history,  
I invite you to take a look at my site 

Reuven M. Lerner trains companies around the world in 

Python, PostgreSQL, Git and Ruby. His ebook, “Practice Makes 

Python”, contains 50 of his favorite exercises to sharpen your 

Python skills. Reuven blogs regularly at http://blog.lerner.co.il 

and tweets as @reuvenmlerner. Reuven has a PhD in  

Learning Sciences from Northwestern University, and he  

lives in Modi’in, Israel, with his wife and three children.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact  
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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Working with 
Command  
Arguments
getopt—the right way to parse starting arguments in your 
shell script.

In my last article, I went interstellar 
and created a multi-planet time 
translator, allowing you to learn just 

Saturn or Pluto. So in this article, 
I want to head back to a more 

working with command arguments.
I suspect that most shell scripts 

go through an evolution with 

starting out with none, then maybe 
one or two parsed in a sloppy 

getopt, 
and then, perhaps, even being 

Ruby program as the complexity 
keeps inexorably increasing.

The really easy way to parse a 

a conditional statement:

if  [  "$1"  =  "-a"  ];;  then  

    flaga=1  

fi

There are a couple problems with 
this approach, however, not the 

flaga=0 

assume that the shell will correctly 

$1 is still 

COLUMNS

WORK THE SHELL

DAVE TAYLOR
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(-a) or another argument or value 

To make this a bit more logical, 
let’s imagine a shell script that’s a 

curl: give it a URL, and it’ll grab 
that content and save it to the local 

-a

look like this:

getpage.sh  -a  http://www.linuxjournal.com/index.html

command parameter variables are going 
to be instantiated as the shell script is 
invoked, notably $#  =  2, $0  =    
getpage.sh, $1  =  -a and $2  =  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/

index.html.
Where I always get tripped up is 

that $#

invoked without any arguments at 
all, $# seems like it should be 1 (what 

actually it’s 0.

UNIX development actually, and it’s 

as being in slot 0, or array[0]. 
For some developers, that makes 

C programs where the writer ignores 

starting at 1, not 0.

the -a
($1), what really needs to happen is 
that all the positional variables above 

That way, the next statement block 

will be the URL and not have to test 
-a.

This is done with the shift 
command, and so, here’s the proper 

WORK THE SHELL
COLUMNS

Where I always get tripped up is that $# is the 
number of arguments, not the total number of 
words in the command.
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optional variable in a shell script:

flaga=0  

if  [  "$1"  =  "-a"  ];;  then  

    flaga=1  

    shift  

fi

That works exactly as you’d hope, 

That’s actually an easy addition to 
the above code:

outputspecified=0  

if  [  "$1"  =  "-o"  ];;  then  

    outputspecified=1  

    outputfilename="$2"  

    shift  2  

fi

As you can see, shift takes 
a single numeric argument that 

to have everything cascade. It’s easy 

code block:

$  sh  getpage.sh  -0  test.html  SomeURL  

$#  =  3  

$1  =  -a  

$2  =  test.html  

$3  =  SomeURL  

-----  

$#  =  1  

$1  =  SomeURL  

$2  =  

$3  =

Initially, all three positional variables 
are set, and the arg count ($#) is 3, 
as makes sense given the command 

shift  2, 
everything’s moved down two slots, 
and the arg count also is decremented 
two, as you can see above.

 

Dealing with Lots of Starting Flags

because it’d be terrible code that 

them in order, but without that, 

one more time. That would be 
a nightmare, and I haven’t even 
mentioned how those pesky users 

WORK THE SHELL
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too, so would your script properly 
parse -ac  -o or -oc  -a

getopt.
The getopt command is going to 

parameters, then lets you parse 

The standard usage is to break 
down combined args with an 

getopt, then use the 
set command to replace the existing 

args, then run through a loop, parsing 
them one by one.

Yes, this is easier just to 
demonstrate, so let me show you the 

particular command has three possible 
-n, -p and -t.

getopt normalize whatever the user 

args=$(getopt  np:t  $*)

Comparing this statement with the 
usage error below, you can see that arg 
1 to getopt

Now the status variable $? can be 

usage statement:

if  [  $?  !=  0]  ;;  then  

    echo  \  

        "Usage:  $(basename  $0)  {-p  SFX}  {-n}  {-t}  PTN  NEWPTN"  

    echo  "        -n      sequentially  number  matching  files"  

    echo  "        -p      use  specified  suffix  SFX  for  filenames"  

    echo  "        -t      test  only  -  don't  execute  resultant  cmds"  

    exit  0  

fi

$(basename  $0)

That’s a handy trick to compensate 
$0 

WORK THE SHELL
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The getopt command is going to become your 
best friend if you’re building complex user-facing 
scripts, no question.
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script, including path. So tapping 

Finally, the statement that does the 
real work:

set  --  $args

Now all the positional parameters 
are neatly organized and ready to 
parse, something that’s traditionally 
done with a case statement wrapped 

course). It looks like this:

for  i  

do  

    case  "$i"  

    in  

      -n  )  renumber=1  ;;  shift  ;;;;  

      -p  )  fixpng=1      ;;  sfx=$2  ;;  shift  2  ;;;;  

      -t  )  doit=0          ;;  shift  ;;;;  

  esac  

done

I have a particular style with the 

semicolons in my case statements, 
mostly just to ensure that I use  
the needed ;;;;

conditionals, but otherwise, it 
should be easy to understand.

go back to your latest shell script, and 

them with getopt.

Dave Taylor has been hacking shell scripts since the dawn of the 

computer era. Well, not really, but still, 30 years is a long time! 

He’s the author of the popular Wicked Cool Shell Scripts and 

Teach Yourself Unix in 24 Hours (new edition just released!).  

He can be found on Twitter as @DaveTaylor and more generally 

at his tech site: http://www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact  
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

Now all the positional parameters are neatly  
organized and ready to parse, something that’s 
traditionally done with a case statement wrapped 
in a for loop (no difference from an enigma 
wrapped in a dilemma, of course).
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The Powers 
That Be
When the lights go out, do your servers too?

I live in an old house with old 
wires in an old town with a dated 

electricity being pumped into my 
house, but since we moved to this 
charming house loaded with character 

it’s something I’ve had to deal with 

even made some expensive purchases 

 
Linux Journal
things that plug in to the wall.

The Symptoms

house was my Internet connection 
behaving poorly. I’ve literally had the 
technicians out here more than  
two-dozen times trying to track down 
why I have massive packet loss. At 

loss is something TCP/IP can’t even 

struggling, I have only minimal loss. 

to have a solid Internet connection, 

separate connections and provide 

them goes down. Although the 
Internet connections may be the most 
sensitive to electrical issues, I know 
that unstable voltage and noise can 

having Internet issues, there are 

Now that I’m paying closer attention, 

motor kicked on (causing a sag) or 
something like that, but now I don’t 
think it is. It appears to be unrelated 
to anything in the house, and it 

COLUMNS

THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

SHAWN POWERS
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in the Matrix, it might be a sign that 

The Minimum Protection

is rock-solid, it’s very important to 

a surge protector. Although they 
used to be expensive, you can get a 

most stores. A surge protector’s job 

extreme 

A surge protector won’t generally help 
with minor issues like those in my 
house, but during a lightning storm, 
you’ll be glad you spent the money.

think a lightning strike is likely in 
your area, I still highly recommend a 
surge protector, or surge suppressor 

at a local school district, there was a 

to enter the building. It was a sunny 
day without lightning, and still the 

Conditioner, Not Just for Hair
The local cable technician 
recommended I purchase a power 
conditioner in order to give my 

started my research on power, and 

a rack-mounted power conditioner 

it does serve a purpose, and what it 
does, it does very well.

A power conditioner does a couple 

just the most basic kind. The other 

THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

I’ve actually never had problems with EMI/RFI  
on server equipment, but if you have any audio  
equipment and you hear a buzz, or odd noises in 
your recordings, a line conditioner might really help.
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or odd noises in your recordings, a 
line conditioner might really help.

The model power l ine conditioner 
I bought has a really cool display 

do anything to help with voltage 

readout showing me as voltage 
comes and goes. Figure 1 shows 
my power conditioner. It’s in my 

a huge variance, and it’s very l ikely 

Internet problem.

The Big Guns
Although the power l ine conditioner 

issues, it doesn’t actually do 

the tool to normalize voltage is 

regulator. The good news is that 
most voltage regulators not only 
regulate the voltage, but they also 

surges. (But you really should read 

The voltage regulator on my server 

It plugs in to the wall, and then I 
plug my devices in to the back. All 

my actual house voltage gets wacky. 

THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

Figure 1. I love the readout on this line conditioner. I just wish it were a voltage regulator!

Figure 2. I don’t regularly look at the front panel, so really this readout is sufficient. I just prefer the 

large LCD numbers showing incoming voltage.
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It’s not a magic device, and it won’t 

it can handle voltage sags down to 

seen it drop in my house.

purchased is the Furman M-8X AR 
(Figure 2). It supports up to 15 amps 

I do wish it had a clearer readout 

conditioner does (the line conditioner 
is the Furman M-8Dx), but that 

Sometimes, the Voltage Is Zero
That last thing I want to touch on 
here is a battery backup. There’s a 

battery backup you use, but I just 

Standby UPS:

rooms. There is a battery, which is 
kept charged by the main power 

because the inverter doesn’t 
constantly convert the battery power 

the power goes out.

is that there’s a small cutover time 
when the line power is disrupted 

usually measured in milliseconds, 
and the more expensive the standby 

This is typically not a problem 

particularly sensitive computers may 
reboot during switchover.

Standby-Ferro UPS: This type 

as a standby UPS, except there is a 

use magnetism while converting 
voltage, there is a residual magnetism 
that usually smooths over the 
transition so that even sensitive 

Since they have built-in voltage 

voltage even when there’s not a 

are known to overheat with some 
generators, especially those not 
generating pure sine waves. Still, with 

regulation circuitry, Standby-Ferro 

Standby UPS units.
Line Interactive UPS: These types 

THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM
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transition during an outage, because 
they constantly use their inverter to 
produce electricity. The only switchover 
is whether the inverter is taking power 

and since both are connected, there’s 

to worry about.
These are the most expensive types 

best and price is no object, a Line 

the UPS world.

My Cheap, Massive Solution
I have terrible luck with UPS devices. 
It seems like the batteries are always 
dead when our power goes out, 
and I have no idea until it’s too late. 

without the ability to change their 

replaceable, and you actually know 
they’ve gone bad, UPS devices don’t 
last very long. Usually the best you 

up long enough that they can shut 

during an outage.

THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

Figure 3. I really like having a separate inverter/

charger and battery. If the battery dies, I 

can replace it without replacing the inverter 

hardware itself. Plus, solar power will be fun to 

play with!
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For my home, I decided to 

battery. I bought an AIMS inverter/
charger unit (Figure 3) that is hard-
wired inline with my house wiring. 

3000-watt pure sine inverter. It gives 
clean voltage and uses external 
batteries. In my case, it uses a huge 
12v marine battery. This will keep 

is drained, and since it’s a robust 
lead acid battery, it seems to last 
better than the tiny rackmount UPS 
batteries. T ime will tell.

I decided to go with 3000 watts 
because I wanted to make sure 

be supported, even though I don’t 
use nearly that much on my rack. 
I also like the AIMS power inverter 
because it comes with connections 
that support charging with a solar 
array along with grid power. I have 

with solar panels. (That will likely be 

Probably More Than You Need

are likely more pronounced than most 

any problem with our line power at 

and voltage regulators seemed absurd. 

and use computers all day, I have to 
make sure my power is rock-solid, 
and my two Internet connections are 
reliable. But who knows, maybe I 

sure to write about solar panels and 
battery banks. Until that time comes, 

Shawn Powers is the Associate Editor for Linux Journal.  
He’s also the Gadget Guy for LinuxJournal.com, and he has an 

interesting collection of vintage Garfield coffee mugs. Don’t let 

his silly hairdo fool you, he’s a pretty ordinary guy and can be 

reached via e-mail at shawn@linuxjournal.com. Or, swing by 

the #linuxjournal IRC channel on Freenode.net.
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Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact  
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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Fast Network 
Routing, Meet  
Userspace
Interview with Katerina Barone-Adesi about developing  
with the Snabb Switch network toolkit, working outside  
the Linux kernel for cleaner code and faster throughput.

Recently,
sitting down with Katerina Barone-

Switch community to talk about 
Snabb Switch, writing network 

attention was Snabb Switch’s unusual 

written largely in LuaJIt, which I didn’t 
expect. It circumvents the kernel 

directly with network hardware and 
network code that is slower than that 
in Snabb Switch.

SS: Can you give me some  
 

KB: Snabb should be interesting 
to anyone who wants to do high-

needs to consider several gigabits a 

it is interesting to hobbyists and 
researchers. Alexander Gall, at 

not available elsewhere. It is a really 

teams who need to do unusual or new 
things with networks.

SS: So, how did Snabb Switch  

KB: Snabb was started by Luke Gorrie, 

in networking, along with a 

COLUMNS
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SUSAN SONS
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building small, comprehensible 
systems that individuals can 

in less than a second (and less than 
a minute including dependencies), 

code. It has grown a bit beyond 

more or less line speed networking 
using 10 gigabit cards, on a single 

the kernel. The kernel is involved 

hugepage support), but Snabb 
implements its own drivers, and the 
cards it is handling are not managed 
by the kernel.

SS:
space today is big...when you’re 
introducing people to these tools 
(either building them or using them) 
do they usually get where you’re 

KB: I would say the biggest initial 

hurdle, assuming some knowledge 

well documented, others are not, 

how its libraries work, even scattered 

a lot. More generally, networking 
is a vast space. When it comes to 
introducing people to using tools 

incredulity about using a garbage-
collected high-level language to do 

LuaJIt has a solid track record in this 

timescales involved. Depending on the 

are driving a 10 gigabit card, you have 

packet. With these constraints, you 
need to think about when you will hit 
RAM, and things like system calls are 
prohibitively expensive.

SS: Why did you end up choosing 

KB: Snabb is written in LuaJIt, so the 

it’s APLv2) came with the choice to 
use Snabb. That said, using LuaJIt is 

COLUMNS
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a just-in-time trace compiler, so the 
actual code being run is shaped by 
the packets being seen, and there 
are no branch mispredictions within a 
trace. It also makes it extremely easy 
to use C when appropriate. It has 
an extremely nice FFI, good support 

code seems as easy as it would be 

comparable to Python or Ruby in that 

to read past boilerplate details.

SS: What tools are you using to 
track down bottlenecks and get the 

KB: The tools that we are using 
to track down bottlenecks include 
PMU counters and a combination 

measuring changes to see whether 
they actually make an improvement. 
Having a small system makes the 
latter a surprisingly tractable 
approach. We also look at LuaJIt’s 
trace dumps, which include IR 
(Intermediate Representation) and 

SS: Have you had to break parts out 

KB: I have not personally had to 
break parts out to C yet. People 

want to hide an unpredictable branch 

used recently is DynASM, which 
allows you to generate assembly 

surprising things about LuaJIt is that 

SS: How much do you have to  

this will be running on to keep 

network card enough, or are you 

KB:
(Haswell vs. Sky Lake) and raw CPU 

For others, like the packetblaster 
app that ships with Snabb, any 
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modern CPU Snabb can run on is so 

bottleneck is the network cards.

SS: So, to recap, Snabb Switch is an 
open-source userspace application 
written mostly in LuaJIt that’s pushing 

 

KB: Yep.

SS:

KB: The source is less than 5MB; the 
resulting binary is something like 2MB 

SS: Impressive. However, this isn’t 

 
 

KB:
continuous integration, tests and 
code review. All code is reviewed by 
at least one person other than the 

the main development branch. We 

tests, which compare its results with 
and without optimization to libpcap’s 

We have plans to do more property-

easier to pay close attention to code 

along with thinking hard and paying 
close attention to RFCs and their 

reassembly code rejects overlapping 

SS: When you bring on new 
developers, how do you inculcate 

little it’s present in other programming 

KB: I introduced it to my team when 

and property-based testing at that 

Code reviews also help. We have had 
only one person join our team since; 
as we grow more, perhaps I will 
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rigor to begin with. My colleague 

working on compilers, which also 

and coherent design.

SS:

KB:

and some testing is done in parallel. 
Later in each project, we optimize and 

each other well, as more extensive 
tests catch subtle mistakes attempts 
at optimization can introduce. Some 

My colleague Andy Wingo’s recent 
work with dynasm is an example. 

might be around 50/50.

SS:

Switch toolkit is built on, what 

KB: I would actually break it down to 
just one: systems should be small, and 
individuals should be able to hold the 

SS: Why is this so important to Snabb 

KB:

be applied, and it is one thing that 
strongly drew me toward Snabb. I 

systems like Forth.

SS: What do you like best about 
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KB:
interesting project to be involved 
with these days. Between the design 
principles and being able not only 

also implement entirely new ones on 

SS: So, what got you interested in 

KB: This is my day job. I joined Igalia 

that it supports is believed to be 

optimizer bugs.
I got into networking as a hobby 

back around 2000 though. I ran a small 
home network on Linux, various BSDs, 

etc. I have liked systems programming 

SS:
choose companies where you’d be 

KB:

interview at other companies that 

SS:
coders interested in Snabb Switch 

places higher up the stack into more 

KB: For coders interested in Snabb 

Between the design principles and being able not 
only to replace old network functions but also  
implement entirely new ones on commodity  
x86 hardware and network cards that cost a few  
hundred bucks, I think it has a really exciting future.
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Switch in particular, it depends on 
their background; ones with more 
relevant experience can probably jump 
in and implement something Luke 
brain-dumps about on the mailing list, 
or something else entirely. For those 

I would recommend starting by 
writing a Snabb app. These can be 
as simple as a packet blaster or an 
app that echoes packets between 

l2vpn or lwAFTR, and can be built 

can be run, and app development 

machine running Linux. I prototyped 
the lwAFTR on my development 

apps into each other that makes 

running it on real hardware a simple 

SS:
sharing your time and expertise.

Susan Sons serves as a Senior Systems Analyst at Indiana 

University’s Center for Applied Cybersecurity Research  

(http://cacr.iu.edu), where she divides her time between  

helping NSF-funded science and infrastructure projects 

improve their security, helping secure a DHS-funded static 

analysis project, and various attempts to save the world  

from poor information security practices in general. Susan 

also volunteers as Director of the Internet Civil Engineering 

Institute (http://icei.org), a nonprofit dedicated to supporting 

and securing the common software infrastructure on which 

we all depend. In her free time, she raises an amazing  

mini-hacker, writes, codes, researches, practices martial arts, 

lifts heavy things and volunteers as a search-and-rescue and 

disaster relief worker.

Resources

Snabb Switch: https://github.com/SnabbCo/snabbswitch

“Snabb Switch Deep Dive on Software Gone Wild” by Ivan Pepeinjak:  
http://blog.ipspace.net/2014/09/snabb-switch-deep-dive-on-software-gone.html

“L2VPN over IPv6 with Snabb Switch on Software Gone Wild” by Ivan Pepeinjak:  
http://blog.ipspace.net/2014/12/l2vpn-over-ipv6-with-snabb-switch-on.html

“High-performance packet filtering with Pflua”:  
https://archive.fosdem.org/2015/schedule/event/packet_filtering_pflua

“Deutsche Telekom TeraStream: Designed for Simplicity” by Ivan Pepeinjak:  
http://blog.ipspace.net/2013/11/deutsche-telekom-terastream-designed.html
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Processes with an  
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Author: Mike Diehl   Sponsor: Skybot

Modern IT shops run a whole lot more than just a few file and 
print servers like they did in the old days. Today’s enterprises 
are vastly more complex, often with servers in different data 

centers and even scattered all over the globe. Additionally, they typically have  
Windows servers, Linux servers, mainframe servers and various other flavors of UNIX 
servers, and all of these servers, all over the network, produce and process data.
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Every day, a new Internet-connected gadget hits the market, 
promising to make everyone’s lives incrementally more  
convenient. Devices like Fitbit and Sen.se Mother help monitor 
your health. Trackdot and Bikn let you track your possessions 
through GPS. Delphi Connect, Nest, SkyBell and LIFX all make 

it possible to control home appliances from anywhere. By 2020, Gartner forecasts 
that there will be more than 25 billion of these “things” connected to the Internet. 
And every day, consumers are demanding more from these things: more features, 
more interconnectivity, more convenience.
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Ziften ZFlow

operational purposes, traditional network visibility has been lost 

into previously deployed security tools. This new integration with Linux provides previously 

http://ziften.com

SoftMaker Office

TextMaker, the spreadsheet program PlanMaker and the presentation 

 

http://softmaker.com
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Varnish Software’s Zipnish

running or whether they are adding latency is a 

http://varnish-software.com

Thomas Erl, Wajid Khattak  
and Paul Buhler’s Big Data 
Fundamentals (Prentice-Hall)

Big Data 
Fundamentals: Concepts, Drivers & Techniques will only get stronger. 

Wajid Khattak and Paul Buhler, Big Data Fundamentals is a pragmatic, no-nonsense introduction 

coverage is supported with case-study examples and numerous simple diagrams. The authors 

environments: volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value.
http://informit.com
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Red Hat CloudForms
To meet customer demands in today’s hybrid, heterogeneous world, Red Hat established an 

private cloud, public cloud and containers. In addition to enabling Azure customers to manage 

http://redhat.com
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Please send information about releases of Linux-related products to newproducts@linuxjournal.com or 
New Products c/o Linux Journal, PO Box 980985, Houston, TX 77098. Submissions are edited for length and content.

Opera Max

Cheapo data hogs (like you) with limited data plans can stretch their 

data plan when using mobile networks. Complementing Opera Max’s existing ability to optimize 

streaming music apps, such as YouTube Music, Pandora, Slacker Radio, Gaana and Saavn, 

http://opera.com

Sander van Vugt’s Beginning the Linux 
Command Line, 2nd Edition (Apress)

Beginning the Linux 
Command Line

the user digs deeply into the system, wielding the shell as a shovel. 
Key overarching goals include understanding how Linux is organized 

Beginning the Linux Command Line is 

http://www.apress
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TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL IN A 

HOMEBREWING 
TUN 

Using a BeagleBone Black

By using a thermometer, a PID controller  
and a PWM output on the BeagleBone,  

you can control your  
brew tun when brewing your beer. 

KLAUS KOLLE
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I industrial beers. The ones 

control the ingredients and the 
process, are very good.

ago. The process I and my two brew 
mates use is a bit more complicated 
than the process used in ancient 
country houses though. One thing we 
can do nowadays is mash the malt 

in several temperature stages. This 
results in a more complex beer with a 
more malty body. And, we now have 

meaning less malt will provide the 

But, some problems arise when 
trying to brew using our simple 
brew tun. The tun is a big pot with a 
29-liter capacity. The pot has a built-in 
heating element with a rated power 

Figure 1. 

Simplified 

Homebrew Tun
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temperature range, we are preparing 

the malt. The optimal temperature 

convert starch to sugars is between 
 

raise the temperature in the mash. 

in the mash onto the heater in the 

mash. We have determined empirically 

So, we need a way to control the 

element. What is more natural than to 
use a BeagleBone Black to control the 

through a Pulse Width Modulated 
(PWM) controller already built in to the 

into the heater. Well, to be honest, this 
problem could be solved using a simple 
555 chip and a potentiometer, but 
since we are programmers, we tend to 
pull out the tools we love, even when 
it’s overkill.

a BeagleBone is the ability to log 
temperatures during the whole brew 

the beer when adjustments to the 
recipe, which include the processing, 
are discussed. Previously, we noted 
temperatures and times on a piece 

Web page.

System Overview
I’ve already mentioned the 

can extract that we need a controlling 

temperature in the mash when it leaves 

temperature read, it will set the period 

need a database enabling us to log the 
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collected data during the brew process. 
Now, a database also could archive 

recipes that is about temperatures 
and time. Finally, I also mentioned 

the database, but how do we serve 

the controller on the Web page, I 

embedded a Websocket server into 

diagram shown in Figure 2. Add to 
the architecture diagram a Web client 

loads and executes the JavaScript code 
embedded in the Web page. However, 
the database and Web page are 

Figure 2. Brew 

Controller Software 

Architecture
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I could have used any programming 

developing a prototype in BoneScript, 

on Node.js, which is programmed in 

I was unsure whether I could trust it 
to be stable in the long run. I noticed 
during my tests that the BoneScript 

arbitrary times and hiccups I couldn’t 
explain. A program, where I know all 

and debugged, I can trust this one 

same solution to show my students 
and discuss with them.

Preparing for Development

 Cross compilation.

 Remote debugging.

 Setting up a temperature sensor.

 Setting up the PWM output.

 A log utility.

 Threading.

Cross Compilation:

larger project that runs over some 
time. There is no problem when 

directly on the BeagleBone, but when 
complexity increases, the help that an 
integrated development environment 

possible, but since the storage on the 

memory on the BeagleBone.
The BeagleBone is built using an 

ARM CPU architecture, and most 
desktops and laptops are Intel CPU 
architectures. This means we need 
to install a cross compiler on the 
laptop. A cross compiler is a compiler 

another CPU architecture than what it 
executes on. In this case, the compiler 
executes on an Intel CPU but produces 

I run Fedora Linux and have been 
doing so ever since the Fedora Project 

cross compiler in the repositories 
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Linaro.org maintains a suitable compiler 

 
 

This is the one I downloaded: 
http://releases.linaro.org/14.11/
components/toolchain/binaries/
arm-linux-gnueabihf/gcc-linaro-4.9-
2014.11-x86_64_arm-linux-gnueabihf.
tar.xz
by the time you read this. Take a look 
at http://releases.linaro.org/14.11/
components/toolchain/binaries, 

I keep my downloaded tools, like 

directory, so I unpacked the tarball in 
a directory I named toolchains. In this 
directory, you can make a symbolic 
link to the very long directory name 

 

 

 
the compiler at a later time, I can  
just remove the link and create a  
new one pointing to the newer 
compiler. I don’t have to change 

 
the Cross GCC choice in the 

dialog. In the next dialog, enter 

into the directory where you stored 
 

that almost
with this. So the gcc is really  

 
cross compiler path, enter the  
path to where you installed the  

 
 

executables that will run on the BBB.
Remote Debugging: Regardless 

tend to creep into our code making 
programs not work as expected. So 

experience. Luckily, it is possible to 

BeagleBone under debugger control.

package is a gdbserver that can 

precisely, with gdb the debugger. 
The gdbserver that comes with  
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So, you have to copy the gdbserver 
to the BeagleBone:

scp  /opt/gnueabihf/bin/gdbserver  <username>@<your  BBB  IP>:~/

dongle on my BBB, so my address  

debugging. Because this is a rather 
long procedure, I have collected it on 
a page at http://klaus.ede.hih.au.dk/
index.php/BBB_Remote_Debugging. I 

Linux Journal also should 

Measuring and Controlling
Now we’re ready to start 
programming. My typical practise, 
when attacking something I don’t 
know anything or at least not much 
about, is to create small projects 
where I isolate the particular 

temperature. I had a DS18B20 1-Wire 
temperature sensor. The sensor is 

similar sites.
Getting the Temperature: I’ve 

never worked with 1-Wire devices  
(I just knew they existed), so I had to 
do some reading to understand the 

article and the project, you don’t need 

1-Wire devices, because the Debian 
Linux that comes with the BeagleBone 

there’s no need to develop a device 
driver ourselves.

The BeagleBone uses the Flattened 
Device Tree (FDT), like many modern 

running on an ARM architecture. The 
ARM CPU that is on the BeagleBone 
has an electronic pin multiplexer (a 

will help you set this up, and it tells 

is enabling, so the kernel can use a 
suitable driver to service the pin. For 

http://elinux.org/Device_Tree.
Basically, the FDT works by having 
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research and thought to put together 
a DTS. I stumbled upon this site: 
http://kilobaser.com/blog/2014-07-28-
beaglebone-black-devicetreeoverlay-
generator#dtogenerator, which  

 
 

the BeagleBone (which is at  
https://github.com/CircuitCo/
BeagleBone-Black/blob/master/
BBB_SRM.pdf?raw=true).

By looking in the technical 

see that pin 12 on the P9 header 
could be connected to a GPIO pin. 

enabled me to connect the DS18B20 
to P9 pin 12:

/dts-v1/;;  

/plugin/;;  

  

/  {  

        compatible  =  "ti,beaglebone",  "ti,beaglebone-black";;  

        part-number  =  "DS1820";;  

        version  =  "00A0";;  

  

        exclusive-use  =  "P9.12";;  

  

        fragment@0  {  

                target  =  <&am33xx_pinmux>;;  

                _ _overlay_ _  {  

                          ds1820_pins:  pinmux_ds1820_pins  {  

                                  pinctrl-single,pins  =    <0x78  0x37>;;  

                          };;  

                };;  

        };;  

  

        fragment@1  {  

                target  =  <&ocp>;;  

                _ _overlay_ _  {  

                        onewire@0  {  

                                status                    =  "okay";;  

                                compatible            =  "w1-gpio";;  

                                pinctrl-names      =  "default";;  

                                pinctrl-0              =  <&ds1820_pins>;;  

                                gpios                      =  <&gpio2  28  0>;;  

                        };;  

                };;  

        };;  

};;

called DS18B20-00A0.dts, and 

using this command:

root@beaglebone:~#  dtc  -O  dtb  -o  /lib/firmware/DS1820-00A0.dtbo    

   -b  0  -@  DS1820-00A0.dts

dtc is a Device Tree Compiler. In 
the above command, it’s instructed to 

-O) into a 
-o). 

The -b sets the boot CPU (here 0) and 
the -@ means to use symbols, and 
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tree, issue this command:

root@beaglebone:~#  echo  DS1820  >    

   /sys/devices/bone_capemgr.*/slots

ls  

-la in the /sys/bus/w1/devices directory:

root@beaglebone:~#  ls  -la  /sys/bus/w1/devices  

total  0  

drwxr-xr-x  2  root  root  0  Jan    1    2000  .  

drwxr-xr-x  4  root  root  0  Jan    1    2000  ..  

lrwxrwxrwx  1  root  root  0  Aug  30  17:32  28-000005a7ce64  ->    

   ../../../devices/w1_bus_master1/28-000005a7ce64  

lrwxrwxrwx  1  root  root  0  Aug  30  17:32  w1_bus_master1  ->    

   ../../../devices/w1_bus_master1  

root@beaglebone:/lib/firmware#

symbolic link) is the thermometer. 

like 28-00000nnnnnnn, where 

 
DS18B20 is working correctly can 
be done by changing the device 
address in this Python script to  

import  time  

  

w1="/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-000005a7ce64/w1_slave"  

  

while  True:  

        raw  =  open(w1,  "r").read()  

        print  "Temperature  is  "+str(float(raw.split("t=")  

[-1])/1000)+"  degrees"  

        time.sleep(1)

 
DS18B20 enabled at every boot, 

 
call it enable-DS18B20 or something 

#!  /bin/sh  

  

###  BEGIN  INIT  INFO  

#  Provides:  enable-DS18B20  

#  Required-Start:  $all  

#  Required-Stop:  $all  

#  Default-Start:  2  3  4  5  

#  Default-Stop:  0  1  6  

#  Short-Description:  Enables  the  DS18B20  1-wire    

   on  P9  pin  12  

#  Description:  Connecting  the  1-wire  driver  to    

   the  P9  pin  12  

###  END  INIT  INFO  

case  "$1"  in  

                start)  

                        echo  "Enabling  1-Wire  DS18B20  on  P9  Pin  12"  

                        echo  DS1820  >  /sys/devices/bone_capemgr.9/slots  

                ;;;;  

                stop)  

                        #no-op  

                ;;;;  

                *)  
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                        #no-op  

                ;;;;  

esac  

  

exit  0

root@beaglebone:/etc/init.d#  chmod  755  enable-DS18B20  

root@beaglebone:/etc/init.d#  update-rc.d  enable-DS18B20    

   defaults

Try to reboot your system and check 
that the device is enabled as expected.

Setting Up the PWM Controller: 

supplied to the heater is to use a 

switched on all the time. This can 
prevent having particles in the brew 
burn onto the heater. See Figure 3 

Here I have set the period time to be 
approximately one second and the 

in order to gain access to the PWM 
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Figure 3. PWM Signal Output
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controllers on the board and to 

consult the BeagleBone’s technical 

So, jump to the on-line device tree 

*  

  *  Copyright  (C)  2013  CircuitCo  

  *  Copyright  (C)  2013  Texas  Instruments  

  *  

  *  This  program  is  free  software;;  you  can  redistribute    

  *  it  and/or  modify  it  under  the  terms  of  the  GNU    

  *  General  Public  License  version  2  as  

  *  published  by  the  Free  Software  Foundation.  

  *  

  *  This  is  a  template-generated  file  from  BoneScript  

  */  

/dts-v1/;;  

/plugin/;;  

  

/  {  

      compatible  =  "ti,beaglebone",  "ti,beaglebone-black";;  

  

    /*  identification  */  

    part-number  =  "BS_PWM_P9_14_0x16";;  

  

    /*  state  the  resources  this  cape  uses  */  

    exclusive-use  =  

                    /*  the  pin  header  uses  */  

                    "P9.14",  

                    /*  the  hardware  IP  uses  */  

                    "ehrpwm1A";;  

  

    fragment@0  {  

        target  =  <&am33xx_pinmux>;;  

        _ _overlay_ _  {  

            bs_pwm_P9_14_0x16:  pinmux_bs_pwm_P9_14_0x16  {  

                            pinctrl-single,pins  =  <0x048  0x16>;;  

            };;  

        };;  

    };;  

  

    fragment@1  {  

        target  =  <&ocp>;;  

        _ _overlay_ _  {  

            bs_pwm_test_P9_14  {  

                            compatible            =  "pwm_test";;  

                            pwms                        =  <&ehrpwm1  0  1000000000  1>;;  

                            pwm-names              =  "PWM_P9_14";;  

  

                            pinctrl-names      =  "default";;  

                            pinctrl-0              =  <&bs_pwm_P9_14_0x16>;;  

  

                            enabled                  =  <1>;;  

                            duty                        =  <0>;;  

                            status                    =  "okay";;  

            };;  

    };;  

    };;  

};;

to 0, change the 1 to 0 in the pwms 

FEATURE  Temperature Control in a Homebrewing Tun Using a BeagleBone Black
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line so it looks like this:

pwms  =  <&ehrpwm1  0  500000  0>;;

readable by the kernel:

root@beaglebone:~#  dtc  -O  dtb  -o    

   /lib/firmware/bspwm_P9_14_16-00A0.dtbo    

   -b  0  -@  bspwm_P9_14_16-00A0.dts

To check that you can create a PWM 

root@beaglebone~#  echo  "am33xx_pwm"  >    

   /sys/devices/bone_capemgr.9/slots  

root@beaglebone~#  echo  bspwm_P9_14_16  >    

   /sys/devices/bone_capemgr.9/slots

in the device directory:

root@beaglebone:~#  ls  -al    

   /sys/devices/ocp.3/bs_pwm_test_P9_14.16/  

total  0  

drwxr-xr-x    3  root  root        0  Jan    1    2000  .  

drwxr-xr-x  42  root  root        0  Jan    1    2000  ..  

lrwxrwxrwx    1  root  root        0  Sep  19  11:40  driver  ->    

   ../../../bus/platform/drivers/pwm_test  

-rw-rw-rw-    1  root  root  4096  Mar    1    2015  duty  

-r--r--r--    1  root  root  4096  Sep  19  11:40  modalias  

-rw-rw-rw-    1  root  root  4096  Mar    1    2015  period  

-rw-rw-rw-    1  root  root  4096  Mar    1    2015  polarity  

drwxr-xr-x    2  root  root        0  Sep  19  11:40  power  

-rw-------    1  root  root  4096  Sep  19  11:40  run  

lrwxrwxrwx    1  root  root        0  Jan    1    2000  subsystem  ->    

   ../../../bus/platform  

-rw-r--r--    1  root  root  4096  Jan    1    2000  uevent

controls whether the controller 

period, as the name indicates, controls 

the controller. The period time is set in 
nanoseconds. Finally, the duty controls 

an automatic start at boot would be 

enable-pwm with this content:

#!  /bin/sh  

  

###  BEGIN  INIT  INFO  

#  Provides:  enable-pwm  

#  Required-Start:  $all  

#  Required-Stop:  $all  

#  Default-Start:  2  3  4  5  

#  Default-Stop:  0  1  6  

#  Short-Description:  Enables  the  PWM  chips  and    

#  connects  it  through  the  pinmux  

#  Description:  Connecting  the  pwm  output  through    
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#  the  pinmux  and  enables  the  PWM  chip  on  board  

###  END  INIT  INFO  

case  "$1"  in  

    start)  

            echo  "Enabling  PWM  on  P9  Pin  14"  

            grep  -q  am33xx_pwm  /sys/devices/bone_capemgr.9/slots  ||    

               echo  "am33xx_pwm"  \  

                    >    /sys/devices/bone_capemgr.9/slots  

                    echo  bspwm_P9_14_16  >  /sys/devices/bone_capemgr.9/slots  

    ;;;;  

    stop)  

                    #no-op  

    ;;;;  

    *)  

                    #no-op  

    ;;;;  

esac  

  

exit  0

Reboot your BeagleBone and check 

created as shown above.
Now you’re ready to develop 

a program that will measure the 
temperature, and based on a recipe, 
calculate the necessary power to apply 
to the heater.

A Simple Log Utility: When 

the program, especially when you 
have several threads running. Nothing 
happens at the time you would expect 

In this project, I started printing 
to the console but switched to 

Internet and ran across this site: 
http://www.infernodevelopment.
com/c-log-file-class-forget-debuggers.

The header looks like this:

#include  <fstream>  

  

using  namespace  std;;  

  

class  Log  

{  

    public:  

        Log  (const  char*  filename);;  

        ~Log  (  );;  

        void  Write  (const  char*  logline,  ...);;  

        private:  

        ofstream  m_stream;;  

};;

And the implementation is simple:

#include  "Log.h"  

#include  <stdarg.h>  

  

Log::Log  (const  char*  filename)  

{  

    m_stream.open  (filename);;  

}  
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Log::~Log  (  )  

{  

    m_stream.close  ();;  

}  

  

void  Log::Write  (const  char*  logline,  ...)  

{  

    va_list  argList;;  

    char  cbuffer[1024];;  

    va_start(argList,  logline);;  

    vsnprintf  (cbuffer,  1024,  logline,  argList);;  

    va_end(argList);;  

    m_stream  <<  cbuffer  <<  endl;;  

}

This version allows me to log 

%f

log->Write("PowerController:  INFUSION  POWER:  \  

    PWM  set  to            %f\n",  maxPWM);;

Notice here, that I use %f and pass 

Write

When you want to see the log 
while the program runs, open 
another SSH connection to the 
BeagleBone and run:

root@beaglebone:~#  tail  -f  <logfilename>

 

Threading:

but prior to that, I needed a way to 

into a thread.

ever since. So why learn something 

We are all a bit lazy now and then, 

#include  <pthread.h>  

#include  <cstdlib>  

  

class  Threadable  

{  

public:  

    Threadable()  

    {  

        _thread  =  (pthread_t)NULL;;  

    }  

    virtual  ~Threadable()  

    {/*  empty  */  

    }  

  

    /**  Returns  true  if  the  thread  was  successfully    

      started,  false  if  there  was  an  error  starting    

      the  thread  */  

    bool  StartInternalThread()  

    {  
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        return  (pthread_create(&_thread,  NULL,    

           InternalThreadEntryFunc,  this)  ==  0);;  

    }  

  

    /**  Will  not  return  until  the  internal  thread  has  exited.  */  

    void  WaitForInternalThreadToExit()  

    {  

        (void)  pthread_join(_thread,  NULL);;  

    }  

    pthread_t  GetThreadID  ()  {  return  _thread;;  }  

  

protected:  

    /**  Implement  this  method  in  your  subclass  with    

    the  code  you  want  your  thread  to  run.  */  

    virtual  void  InternalThreadEntry()  =  0;;  

  

private:  

    static  void  *  InternalThreadEntryFunc(void  *  This)  

    {  

        ((Threadable  *)  This)->InternalThreadEntry();;  

        return  NULL;;  

    }  

  

    pthread_t  _thread;;  

};;

This is a virtual base class that  
 

 
it in a new sub-class.

class begins like this:

class  BrewController:  public  Threadable  

{  

    public:  

        BrewController  (  );;  

        virtual  ~BrewController  (  );;  

        void  InternalThreadEntry  (  );;  

...

The InternalThreadEntry  (  ) is 

the methods in the class are helper 

Controlling the Heater
In order to control the heater, we 
need to measure the temperature in 
the mash. Having a representation 

comparing the current temperature 

current step in the recipe. We use a 
PID controller to calculate the amount 

experience with particles in the mash 
burning onto the heater, it may be 
necessary to limit the power. So the 

but the applied power is limited.
Measuring the Temperature: 

is to locate the thermometer or the 
temperature sensor. I want the program 
to locate any DS18B20 attached to 
the BeagleBone. As mentioned earlier, 
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DS18B20 thermometers on hand, so 

the BeagleBone, and the program will 
locate it and start using it.

This code snippet does the trick  

int  Thermometer::locateThermometer()  

{  

    string  initialDir  =  "/sys/bus/w1/devices/";;  

    string  regExpr  =  "28-00000";;  

    string  dir;;  

  

    //  Open  directory  

    DIR  *dp  =  opendir(initialDir.c_str());;  

    if  (!dp)  

    {  

        exit  (EXIT_FAILURE);;  

    }  

    struct  dirent  *dirp;;  

  

    //  Loop  through  the  directory  entries  

    while  ((dirp  =  readdir(dp))  !=  NULL)  

    {  

        std::size_t  found  =  \  

            string(dirp->d_name).find(regExpr);;  

        if  (found  !=  std::string::npos)  

        {  

            //  We  found  one  entry  that  matches  

            oneWireDir  =  initialDir  +  string(dirp->d_name)\  

                +  string("/w1_slave");;  

            //  Nicely  close  the  directory  again  

            (void)  closedir(dp);;  

            return  0;;  

        }  

    }  

    exit(EXIT_FAILURE);;  

}

oneWireDir is a class variable where 

I can read the temperature sensor.

look at the output below:

root@beaglebone:/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-000005a7ce64#  cat  w1_slave    

85  01  4b  46  7f  ff  0b  10  5f  :  crc=5f  YES  

85  01  4b  46  7f  ff  0b  10  5f  t=24312  

root@beaglebone:/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-000005a7ce64#

us. The second line shows that the 

int  Thermometer::readTemperature()  

{  

    int  fd;;  

    int  res;;  

  

    //  Open  the  OneWire  thermometer  file  

    fd  =  open(oneWireDir.c_str(),  O_RDONLY);;  

    if(!fd)  

    {  
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        return  -1;;  

    }  

    char  buf[256];;  

    //  Read  from  it  

    res  =  read(fd,  buf,  sizeof(buf));;  

    if  (res  <  0)  

    {  

        close  (fd);;  

        return  -1;;  

    }  

    //  Retrieve  current  temperature  from  device  

    if  (res  >  0)  

    {  

        std::size_t  found  =  string(buf).rfind('=');;  

        if  (found  !=  std::string::npos)  

        {  

            curTemp  =  atof((const  char  *)  \  

                                &buf[found+1])  /  1000;;  

        }  

        else  

        {  

            close(fd);;  

            return  -1;;  

        }  

    }  

    close  (fd);;  

    //  Call  calc  average  temperature  

    return  calcAvgTemp();;  

}

because there are two = characters in 

atof and scale it with 1,000 since 
there are no decimal points in the 

The next thing to do is to calculate 
the average temperature. I keep the 

to calculate an average temperature. 

saw some spurious measurements 

The averaging will smooth this out:

int  Thermometer::calcAvgTemp()  

{  

    float  t  =  avgTemp  -  curTemp;;  

    if  ((t  <  -20  ||  t  >  20)  &&  tempSamples.size()  >  4)  

    {  

        //  Skip  this  measurement  -  it's  way  out  of  range.  

        log->Write("Skipped  this  temperature:  %f,  \  

                                t  =  %d\n",  curTemp,  t);;  

        return  -1;;  

    }  

    if  (tempSamples.size()  >  maxSamples)  

    {  

        //  Get  rid  of  first  element  

        tempSamples.erase(tempSamples.begin());;  

    }  

    tempSamples.push_back(curTemp);;  

    t  =  0;;  

    for  (int  i  =  0;;  i  <  (int)tempSamples.size();;  i++)  

    {  

        t  +=  tempSamples[i];;  

    }  
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    avgTemp  =  t  /  tempSamples.size();;  

    return  0;;  

}

maxSamples currently is set to 5. As 

the measurements.

From this point, we just need to set 
up, somewhere else, a timed job that 
calls the readTemperature()
I have set it up to read every tenth 

30kg, it is a relatively slow process.
A PID Controller: What is a PID 

integral-derivative controller. From 
that, you can see that it is a controller 
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Figure 4. PID en updated feedback by TravTigerEE—Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 

via Commons.
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that reacts proportionally on the 
measured input compared to the 
set point (the desired value), and it 
accumulates the historic development 

step at a time.

Figure 5.
 

is the brew tun. We measure, like 
in this project, a temperature, 
and elsewhere, we have a desired 

measured and desired temperature is 

proportional, integral and derivative 

The Proportional Controller:
measured temperature is lower than 

we can do nothing in this setup but 

apply to the heater is controlled 

more power to the heater. By having 

overshoots the desired temperature 

desired in a process where we are 
seeking to give our enzymes ideal 

enzymes get too warm, they will 

some degree.
The Integral Controller: The 

accumulates the error over time. This 
part can suppress the proportional 

to reach the desired set point.
The Derivative Controller: This 

speak. It compares the previous 
measurement with the current one 

FEATURE  Temperature Control in a Homebrewing Tun Using a BeagleBone Black

Figure 5. PID Formula
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raise to the desired set point, but it 

the P and I parts.

http://m.eet.com/media/1112634/
f-wescot.pdf, or see this page on 
Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/PID_controller.

The PID Code: It’s rather easy to 

//  The  PID  Controller  

float  processVal  =  curTemp;;  

  

//  The  Proportional  part  

float  error  =  setPoint  -  processVal;;  

float  pTerm  =  pGain  *  error;;  

  

//  The  Integral  part  

iState  =  iState  +  error;;  

float  iTerm  =  iState  *  iGain;;  

  

//  The  Derivative  part  

float  dTerm  =  (dState  -  processVal)  *  dGain;;  

dState  =  processVal;;  

  

//  Scaling  to  fit  

float  pwr  =  (pTerm  +  iTerm  +  dTerm)  /  10;;

currently use are set to:

pGain  =  5.0;;      //  Kp  

iGain  =  0.025;;  //  Ki  

dGain  =  30.0;;    //  Kd

I let the proportional and derivative 

set and working as desired (although 

turn to the PowerController.
Controlling the Heater: The output 

into the PowerController. This class 
uses the PID controller to calculate the 

will not cause anything to burn onto 

is the point in time where we add the 
malt to the preheated water. It’s also 
called the strike temperature. The colder 
malt mixes with the water and cools it a 
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is kept in a database (more about that 
later). From that, we get the set point.

I have put the maximum 
temperature ranges into a  

tempPwrRange[0][0]  =  57;;          //  Below  this  temp.  use  

tempPwrRange[0][1]  =  0.333;;    //  this  amount  of  pwr  

tempPwrRange[1][0]  =  60;;          //  Below  this  temp.  use  

tempPwrRange[1][1]  =  0.666;;    //  this  amount  of  pwr  

tempPwrRange[2][0]  =  102;;        //  Below  this  temp.  use  

tempPwrRange[2][1]  =  1.0;;        //  this  amount  of  pwr

Then, it’s simple to compare 
against the current temperature and 

that may be applied:

//  Locate  the  temperature  range  to  operate  within  

//  Use  the  current  temperature  measured  to  retrieve  

//  the  maxPwr  

for  (int  i  =  0;;  i  <  3;;  i++)  

{  

    limitTemp  =  tempPwrRange[i][0];;  

    maxPwr  =  tempPwrRange[i][1];;  

    if  (curTemp  >  limitTemp)  

    {  

        continue;;  

    }  

}

FEATURE  Temperature Control in a Homebrewing Tun Using a BeagleBone Black

Figure 6. Strike Temperature Calculation
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to the setPwrLvl
what can be set according to the 

we have derived the maxPwr:

float  PowerController::setPwrLvl  (float  pwr,    

                                                                    float  maxPwr)  

{  

    //  The  PWM  operates  with  a  high  granularity,    

    //  hence  we  have  to  scale  the  pwr  

      

    //  Corrects  the  duty  cycle  when  applied  to  the  PWM  

    const  long  long  Factor  =  999000000;;    

    log->Write("PowerController:  maxPwr  is  set  to  %f",\  

                          maxPwr);;  

  

    //  If  the  requested  pwr  is  less  that  0    

    //  we  set  it  to  0  

    if  (pwr  <  0)  

    {  

        //  Set  PWM  to  0  

        if  (pwm.setDutyCycle  (0)  ==  0)  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  PWM  set  to  0\n");;  

        }  

        else  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  ERROR:  \  

                                  PWM  not  set!  (pwr<0)\n"  );;  

        }  

        return  0.0;;  

    }  

  

    //  If  we  are  in  the  infusion  step  it  is  allowed  to  use  max  pwr  

    if  (infusion)  

    {  

        if  (pwm.setDutyCycle  (maxPWM)  ==  0)  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  INFUSION  POWER:\  

                                    PWM  set  to            %f\n",  maxPWM);;  

        }  

        else  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  ERROR:  PWM  not\              

                                    set!  value:  %f\n",  maxPWM);;  

        }  

        return  1.0;;  

    }  

  

    //  If  the  pwr  is  less  than  the  maxPwr  allowed    

    //  use  the  requested  pwr  

    if  (pwr  <  maxPwr)  

    {  

        //  Set  PWM  to  pwr  

        if  (pwm.setDutyCycle  (pwr  *  Factor)  ==  0)  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  PWM  set  to  \  

                                    %f\n",  pwr  *  Factor);;  

        }  

        else  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  ERROR:  PWM  not  \  set!\n");;  

        }  

        return  pwr;;  

    }  

  

    //  Otherwise  use  the  maximum  power,  i.e.  100%  

    else  
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    {  

        //  Set  PWM  to  the  maxPwr  

        if  (pwm.setDutyCycle  (maxPwr  *  Factor)  ==  0)  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  PWM  set  to  \                        

                                    %f\b",  maxPwr  *  Factor);;  

        }  

        else  

        {  

            log->Write("PowerController:  ERROR:  PWM  not  \  

                                    set!\n");;  

        }  

        return  maxPwr;;  

    }  

    return  0.0;;  

}

The setDutyCycle

the PWM controller on board:

int  PWMController::setDutyCycle(long  long  duty)  

{  

    string  dir;;  

  

    dir  =  initialDir  +  "/duty";;  

  

    //  Open  the  file  representing  the  PWM  controller  

    int  f  =  open(dir.c_str(),  O_WRONLY);;  

    if  (f  <  0)  

    {  

        log->Write("ERROR  Opening  file  %s  with  this  \  

                                error:  %s\n",    

                                dir.c_str(),    

                                strerror(  errno  ));;  

        return  -1;;  

    }  

  

    //  Write  the  requested  duty  cycle  to  the  file  

    char  str[100];;  

    sprintf(str,  "%lld",  duty);;  

    size_t  res  =  write  (f,  str,  strlen(str));;  

    close  (f);;  

  

    //  Handle  errors  

    if  (res  !=  strlen  (str))  

    {  

        log->Write("ERROR  Opening  file  %s  with  this  \  

                                error:  %s\n",    

                                dir.c_str(),    

                                strerror(  errno  ));;  

        return  -1;;  

    }  

    return  0;;  

}

operations in plain C code. But, so it 

over the keyboard is what goes in the 

not be a brain involved at all. But 

the temperature and controlling the 

to the brewController program. In 
order to service a Web page, we also 
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need a WebSocket server, so I will 
introduce that as well.

The database has two purposes: 

data produced during a brew.
The WebSocket server is the 

where we can monitor and control 
the brewing process. So I also will 
dive into a relatively complex Web 

to control the graphs and retrieval 

the correct data to serve.
Finally, I’ll write about how to 

dæmonise the brewController and 

make it start automatically when the 
BeagleBone is powered.

All the code will be open-sourced 

hurry, send me an e-mail and I will 
send you the code.

Klaus Kolle is currently teaching electronic engineering 

students software development and device driver development 

in the Linux kernel at Aarhus University. Klaus has been 

working and developing on UNIX and Linux since 1988.  

Klaus loves well brewed beer, especially if it is home-brewed.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact  
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

Resources

You can retrieve a cross compiler for the ARM processor at  
http://releases.linaro.org/14.11/components/toolchain/binaries/arm-linux-gnueabihf/
gcc-linaro-4.9-2014.11-x86_64_arm-linux-gnueabihf.tar.xz.

My instructions to set up the remote debugging in Eclipse:  
http://klaus.ede.hih.au.dk/index.php/BBB_Remote_Debugging

About the Flattened Device Tree (FDT): http://elinux.org/Device_Tree

A Web page for setting up the Device Tree specification files: http://kilobaser.com/
blog/2014-07-28-beaglebone-black-devicetreeoverlay-generator#dtogenerator

A simple log class: http://www.infernodevelopment.com/c-log-file-class-forget-debuggers

The technical specifications for the BeagleBone Black:  
https://github.com/CircuitCo/BeagleBone-Black/blob/master/BBB_SRM.pdf?raw=true

PID without a PhD: http://m.eet.com/media/1112634/f-wescot.pdf

Wikipedia on PID controllers: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller
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Does Every
Year Have a

Friday the 13th?
Can you write a one-liner that answers this question for 
a given year? Can you write a short script around your 

one-liner and solve this puzzle for all time? 

SOL LEDERMAN

FEATURE  Command-Line Tutorial: Does Every Year Have a Friday the 13th?

Command-Line Tutorial :
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H
and a short shell script will help solve: 
does every year have a Friday the 

cal, cut, grep, sed and cksum 

let’s consider how you might solve 
this problem without one; you could 

no Friday the 13th, you’re done. 
Otherwise, you eventually will come 
to believe that every year does have 

long time away though. So, how many 

may want to pause to consider this 

to support your exploration, you may 
want to use the Linux cal command 
to display calendars to your terminal.

answers are correct, depending on 

that looking at seven calendars 
is enough, see the suggested 

exploration. And, there’s another 
consideration: is it enough to inspect 

days when you compare the two. 

could hang either one on the wall, 

a Wednesday, and 2015 started on 

started on a Sunday. Are they the 

other months weren’t.
Considering that some years are leap 

years and that others aren’t leads to 
one approach to counting calendars. 

(and there is an approach where you 
don’t need to consider them), then 

you also consider leap years, you have 

will have the answer. You either will 

the 13th or you won’t.
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the computer is going to help. You 

Will it be enough to look at the 

calendars. In particular, 2001 and 2007 
are the same calendar. Rather than 
trying to think through how many 
calendars you need to look at, let’s 

a shell script that will review calendars 

How can you make the computer 

and consider this command: cksum. 
cksum

checksum is a number associated with 

transmission errors.

one computer to another via a noisy 

phone line. You want some assurance 

the transmission. What could you 

are the same, you certainly can’t be 

is the same. You could transmit the 

byte by byte, but that would double 

the transmission time.
Checksums solve the problem 

identical without incurring a large 
computational or transmission cost. 
The Linux cksum utility computes 

the checksum is this: compute the 

checksums are identical, there is a 

Checksums solve the problem of 
verifying that two files are identical 

without incurring a large  
computational or transmission cost.
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Now, let’s return to the calendar 

they have a Friday the 13th. Here’s 
some pseudo-code that illustrates 
this approach:

Year  =  2000                #  Year  increases  until  we  

                                      #  have  seen  14  unique  

                                      #  calendars  

ChecksumCount  =  0    #  This  counts  how  many  unique  

                                      #  calendars  we've  seen  

While  ChecksumCount  <  14  {  

          Compute  the  checksum  for  Year  

          If  we  have  not  seen  this  checksum  yet  {  

                    Add  this  checksum  to  the  list  of  

                          checksums  we've  seen  

                    Add  1  to  ChecksumCount  

          }  

          Add  1  to  Year  

}

Why do you use checksums to 

and compare each calendar to every 

once you work through the checksum 
approach, I think it will become clear 

diff 
command or some other approach, is 
clunkier. You decide.

It’s time to dive in to some shell 

commands. I mentioned earlier that 
2001 and 2007 are the same calendar. 

commands:

cal  2001  

cal  2007

cal to cksum:

cal  2001  |  cksum  

3673415557  2014  

  

cal  2007  |  cksum  

2655244645  2014

Hmmm. The two checksums are 

cal. Ignore that and 

cal (the year) 
that makes the two calendars appear 

good. sed

cal  2001  |  sed  '1d'  |  cksum  

2408573533  1980  

cal  2007  |  sed  '1d'  |  cksum  

2408573533  1980
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Note that cksum may generate 
cal 

output. That’s because cal has slightly 

Linux. As long as you’re comparing 
cal output on the same machine, 
everything will work correctly.
cksum

and 2007 are the same calendar. 

that you can compare new calendar 
checksums to those on the list. Let’s 
use a string to hold that list and 
initialize it to be empty:

checksums=""

 
to the list:

checksums="$checksums  2408573533"

In order to add just the checksum 

cal, you 

cksum’s output and discard the 
second part. There are many ways to 
do this in bash. Here’s one way:

cal  2001  |  sed  '1d'  |  cksum  |  awk  '{print  $1}'  

2408573533

never used awk, it’s worth reading a 
tutorial about it and exploring it. For 

doing with awk is telling it to print 

With the new checksum, 
grep to search the 

new one:

echo  "$checksums"  |  grep  -w  2408573533

Note that it’s a good idea to use 
the -w grep to match only 

tabs and punctuation separating 

You also will want to use grep with 
the -q option when you write your 
shell script to count Friday the 13ths. 
The option tells grep
and not to display any output. You then 

grep to 
know whether it matched anything:

echo  $checksums  |  grep  $newChecksum  

if  [  $?  -eq  0  ]  #  if  return  value  is  0  

then  

      #  we  matched  something  

fi
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calendar, increment a counter:

numUniqueCalendars=$((numUniqueCalendars+1))

$((..)) is a way you can do simple 
arithmetic in bash. Note that inside 
the $((..)), you don’t put dollar 

Now that you have a general idea 
about how to use checksums, strings 
and grep to determine whether 

cal

cal  4  2001  

          April  2001  

Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa  

  1    2    3    4    5    6    7  

  8    9  10  11  12  13  14  

15  16  17  18  19  20  21  

22  23  24  25  26  27  28  

29  30

April 13, 2001, is a Friday. It’s easy 

cut command, take a look at its 

man page and play with it a little 

cut allows you to select one or 
more columns. Sunday dates are 
in columns 1 and 2; column 3 is 
blank; Monday dates are in columns 

columns, you see that Friday dates 

cal to cut, and you get 
all the Friday dates:

cal  4  2001  |  cut  -c16-17  

Fr  

  6  

13  

20  

27

All you need now is to grep these 

cal  4  2001  |  cut  -c16-17  |  grep  13  

13

So, you now have a Linux pipeline 

month have a Friday the 13th. How 
can you generalize this approach to 

cal 

months down. You can use cut again 

Fridays. Note that you will need to 
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include a column with a space, either 

the column values will run together:

cal  2001  |  cut  -c16-18,38-40,60-62

Note that the column ranges may be 

to change column numbers to get the 

Fr  Fr  Fr  

  6    4    1  

13  11    8  

20  18  15  

27  25  22  

            29  

            

            

Fr  Fr  Fr  

  6    3          

13  10    7  

20  17  14  

27  24  21  

      31  28

Notice that there are two Friday 
the 13ths in 2001. Let’s add grep to 

with 13 in them and use wc to count 
those lines:

cal  2001  |  cut  -c16-18,38-40,60-62  |  grep  -o  13  |  wc  -l  

2

You may be wondering why 
you need the -o option to grep. 
Consider this:

echo  12  13  14  13  |  grep  13  

12  13  14  13

The number 13 appears twice in 
the list that you echo, but grep is 
matching the entire line, and when 

grep to  
wc  -l to count matches, you get this:

echo  12  13  14  13  |  grep  13  |  wc  -l  

              1

It would be nice to know how many 
Friday the 13ths there are in a year. 
This is where the -o

echo  12  13  14  13  |  grep  -o  13  

13  

13

Adding -o tells grep to print only 

matches on multiple lines. Now you 

any year. How many Friday the 13ths 

cal  2014  |  cut  -c16-18,38-40,60-62  |  grep  -o  13  |  wc  -l  

1
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the groundwork and should now be 
able to write a shell script to answer 

Let’s summarize the programming 
approach used here. This should 
look very similar to the pseudo-
code earlier in this article with one 
addition: you are going to count the 

1. Pick a starting year. Does it matter 

2. For this year, compute its 
calendar checksum.

are looking at a calendar that 
you’ve not looked at previously. 

checksum list, and add one to 

you’ve seen. Count the number 

in this year.

year and loop back to step 2.

Here is a bash script that puts 

that the lines ending in \ need to 

not have a space, tab or any other 

#!/bin/bash                                                                                                                                                                                                  

#  Starting  with  the  year  2000,  we  

#  compute  how  many  times  

#  Friday  the  13th  occurs  in  every  

#  year.  We  stop  when  we  have  

#  looked  at  14  different  calendars.  

year=1999  

checksums=""  

numUniqueCalendars=0  

echo  "Year          Number  of  Friday  the  13ths"  

while  [  $numUniqueCalendars  -lt  14  ]  

do  

      year=$((year+1))  

      sum=$(cal  ${year}  |  sed  '1d'  |  cksum  |\  

            awk  '{print  $1}')  

      echo  "$checksums"  |  grep  -q  $sum  

      if  [  $?  -ne  0  ]  

      then  #  It's  a  new  calendar                                                                                                                                                              

            checksums="$checksums  $sum"  

            numUniqueCalendars=$((numUniqueCalendars+1))  

            echo  -n  "${year}  "  

            cal  ${year}  |  cut  -c16-18,38-40,60-62  |\  

                  grep  -o  13  |  wc  -l  

      fi  

done

Here’s the output:

Year          Number  of  Friday  the  13ths  

2000                1  

2001                2  

2002                2  
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2003                1  

2004                2  

2005                1  

2006                2  

2008                1  

2009                3  

2010                1  

2012                3  

2016                1  

2020                2  

2024                2

Notice that you had to examine 
25 consecutive calendars (between 

ones. And, notice...drum roll...
Friday the 13th occurs once, twice 
or three times in every year.

I chose to start checking calendars 
starting in 2000. What would have 

I hope you appreciate the power 

some logical thinking and a short 

problem, consider exploring these 
related problems:

1. How would using ncal
cal

2. Does every year have a Monday the 

February, does every year still have 

exploration generalizes #2.

Sol Lederman is a math geek and general techie. As a  

writer and programmer, he especially loves to communicate 

technical things to a broad audience. Read more about  

Sol at http://sollederman.com.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact  
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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Giving Silos  
Their Due
We’re not wrong in our principles or our work. But, we may 
have to admit that silos have proven right in some big ways. 

Two things I got way wrong,  
way back.

One was Linux on the Desktop 
(LOTD, http://www.linuxjournal.com/
googlesearch?s=lotd). Around  

and Linux on the Laptop (LOTL, 
http://www.linuxjournal.com/
article/7464  
do the same, annually, until I  
gave up. Here’s how my optimism 
looked in January 2003  
(http://www.linuxjournal.com/
article/6548):

Is 2003 the year we see  
big-name hardware companies 
sell ing Linux as aggressively as 

I mean Linux PCs show up in 
 

overestimate in the short term and 
underestimate in the long. But I’m 
going to go out on a limb and say 
the long term is mostly behind us. 
(How many years have we been 

Somebody is going to break the ice 
this year. My own instinct says it’ll 
be IBM, mostly because there must 

well as improvised solutions with 
it) inside the company. You can’t 
have that many engineers walking 

and not get around to selling them 
at some point.

I’m betting Dell will be next. Then 
Gateway. Then HP....

Didn’t happen. Sure, some 

EOF
DOC SEARLS
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EOF

hardware (and still do), but not “as 

laptops are contained by two silo’d 

Hardware choices are also narrower 

Apple into the hardware business.

also moved over to mobile, where 

Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android. 
True, Android is based on Linux (a 
victory we gladly claim), and the range 

 
(http://techcrunch.com/2014/08/21/
opensignal-2014-android-
ecosystem-report), but Android is still 

carriers and device suppliers who 
believe, almost across the board, 
that captive customers and users are 

everybody agrees, at least tacitly, 

Which brings me to the second 
thing I got wrong: expecting the 

over silo’d centralized, closed and 
proprietary ones. One example is 
XMPP (https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/XMPP), originally called Jabber. 
It was meant to bridge or replace 
all the competing proprietary 
instant-messaging systems in use 

Apple’s whatever-it-was (now called 
iMessage) and so on.

today at LinuxJournal.com and  
you’ll get a lot

Millennium, mostly written by me. 

Which brings me to the second thing I got wrong: 
expecting the world to prefer flat, distributed,  
open and free technology ecosystems over silo’d 
centralized, closed and proprietary ones.
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and HTTP/HTML and its successors 

things one can do on the World 
Wide Web. We would have a nice 

standard that people could employ 
any way they wanted, including 
on their own personal hardware 

interoperable systems and no natural 

any one system to any other.
Didn’t happen. Yes, XMPP turned 

into a widely used standard and 
either supplied or inspired lots 

instant messaging is almost entirely 
silo’d, and it’s more popular 
than ever. Facebook (including 
WhatsApp), Twitter, Google and 
LinkedIn have their own messaging 

(including Skype). Tencent Holdings, 
the giant Web portal company in 

built in). Some interoperate, but 

Wikipedia currently lists 55 sites, 
services, protocols and programs 
that do chat. There is no underlying 

them. Nor do any makers seem 
especially interested. Google Talk 
(https://developers.google.com/talk) 
interoperated with other XMPP 
systems, but then it was  
replaced with Google Hangouts 
(http://windowspbx.blogspot.
com/2013/05/hangouts-wont-
hangout-with-other.html),  

 
So, while XMPP.org says “it’s not 

(https://xmpp.org/2015/03/no-its-not-
the-end-of-xmpp-for-google-talk),  

 

(https://developers.facebook.com/
docs/chat):

EOF

Wikipedia currently lists 55 sites, services,  
protocols and programs that do chat. There is no  
underlying protocol for interoperation among them.
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no longer be able to access the 
service or API. This includes both 

We recommend people access 
Facebook Messages on the 
desktop via Facebook.com  
or Messenger.com.

On the other hand (or on another 
tentacle), the number and variety 

and growing. Apple’s App Store 
currently lists 171 chat apps, while 

https://play.google.com/store/
search?q=chat&hl=en). Nearly all 

also depend on (or work inside) large 

complaints about all this and you’ll 
hear crickets.

APIs are also si los. As more  

comes to depend on Whatever as 

remote and centralized services, the 
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on standalone open-source (or 
open-source-based) hardware 

independent and sovereign entities 
in the world, seems terribly retro, 
utopian, or both.

that the ideal is “minimum viable 

be a transcendent design principle. 
But the centralized thing is too 

on (as is the case with APIs and big 

not built with the same rock.
 

old-skool types like me to admit is that 

technologies supporting uses 
that scale and invite incompatible 
competitors to do the same, while  
the marketplace as a whole doesn’t 

I’ll never believe silos are the best 

way to make the world work in the 
long run. And I’ll always believe 

to build the best and broadest 

past believing that this will ever be 

businesses and governing bodies. 
Muggles have always outnumbered 
wizards and always will.

 
us right in ways most will never see, 
no matter how much they depend  
on what we do.

Doc Searls is Senior Editor of Linux Journal. He is also a  

fellow with the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at 

Harvard University and the Center for Information Technology 

and Society at UC Santa Barbara.

EOF

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact  
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

So now the chat ecosystem is a forest of silos  
standing on free and open-source geology, but  
not built with the same rock.
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